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Abstract—Voice conversion is one of useful techniques to
enhance pathological speech to be perceived as normal speech,
although it concerns also the modifications of normal source
speaker’s speech to be perceived as if a target speaker had uttered
it. The parameters to be converted are obtained by matching
the spectral envelope of the vocal tract for the source and the
target speech. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) parameters
are determined for providing conversion functions. The main
contribution of our study consists in the prediction of Fourier
cepstrum coefficients related to the excitation signal. Such a prediction leads to a satisfactory voice conversion system. Subjective
perceptual results indicate that the proposed approach yields
significant improvements in quality of the converted voice.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The goal of voice conversion is to modify a source speaker’s
speech to be perceived as if a target speaker had uttered it.
The scope of voice conversion is large enough and varied:
the personalization of Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems [11],
speech synthesis [9] and the enhancement of pathological
speech [15], [3], [7].
In the work proposed in this paper, we focus specially on
a conversion technique based on Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs).
The GMMs model robustly the acoustic space of speech
and it has been used successfully as a method for spectral
transformation. Hence the algorithm proposed in this paper
evaluates the GMMs model whose parameters are calculated
using a joint density estimation [8], [11] and are used for
determining the voice conversion function.
In the literature, several methods for converting voices, from
a source speaker to a target one, using the GMM modelling to
provide probabilistic classification functions, were presented
[19], [18], [17], [14].
The originality of the proposed algorithm concerns the
prediction of cepstral excitation pulses we use for determining
the target excitation spectrum. The real cepstrum of a signal is
defined as the inverse fourier transform of the log magnitude
spectrum. We focus, in this approach, on three principal
steps: the first one based on the Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) algorithm, in order to create the mapping vector list
between the source and target cepstral vectors and on Vector
Quantization (VQ); the second step consists in calculating the
conversion function based on GMM parameters; and the last
step consists in predicting the cepstral excitation pulses.

In this algorithm, we use two main stages to convert the
voices: the first one consists in a training procedure in order
to estimate the conversion functions; the second stage consists
in a test evaluation procedure where we use these functions to
convert the source voices into the target voices.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we
use 3 parallel corpora composed of 50 sentences pronounced
by 3 male speakers. The Signal to Error Distortion (SED) was
evaluated and perceptual tests were also carried out to assess
the effectiveness of our voice conversion approach.
Objective speech quality measurements and subjective listening test results for the proposed algorithm are given in the
sequel.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe
all the different stages implemented in our algorithm. In
section III, we presents our experimental results. And finally,
we draw some conclusions.
II. VOICE C ONVERSION ALGORITHM BASED ON CEPSTRAL
EXCITATION PULSES PREDICTION

Our voice conversion system has three major stages: speech
analysis, spectral conversion and speech synthesis (see figure
1). In this section, we present a description of each component
according to our approach as follows.
A. Speech analysis
Let x = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xM ] be the sequence describing
spectral vocal tract vectors of a succession of speech sound
pronounced by the source speaker and y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ] be
the spectral vocal tract vectors characterizing the same speech
sound pronounced by the target speaker.
1) Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): The main idea of the
approach proposed in this paper consists in aligning the same
phonetic content vector from the source speech features and
the target features.
Figure 2 illustrates a warping parallelogram where M and
N are the number of frames of the two spectral patterns.
For each couple vector (i, j) we associate three possible
ways:
1) The way 1 comes from the couple vector (i − 2, j − 1);
2) The way 2 comes from the couple vector (i − 1, j − 1);
3) The way 3 comes from the couple vector (i − 1, j − 2).

work, we use a codebook composed of 32 codevectors. The
LBG VQ design algorithm is an iterative technique which uses
a splitting method. Firstly, an initial codevector is set as the
average of the entire training sequence. It is split into 2 vectors.
The 2 final codevectors are then split into 4 and the algorithm
is repeated until we obtain the desired number of codevectors.
B. Spectral conversion
1) The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM): The distribution
density of vectors x are represented as the sum of Q multivariate Gaussian densities, given by
p(x) =

Q
X

αi N (x; µi ; Σi ),

i=1

Fig. 1.

Bloc diagram of voice conversion system components

Q
X

αi = 1, αi ≥ 0

(1)

i=1

Where N(x;µ;Σ) denotes a Gaussian distribution with a
mean vector µ and a covariance matrix Σ. The total number of mixture components is Q. The αi are the weighting
coefficients of the Gaussian distributions.
αi is estimated as the ratio between the number of vectors
of class i (Ns,i ) and the total number of vectors (Ns ):
αi =

Ns,i
Ns

µi denotes the vectors average of class i. It is calculated as
follow:
PNs,i k
x
µi = k=1 i
Ns,i
Σi represents the covariance matrix of source vectors of
class i and Γi represents the cross-covariance matrix of target/
source vectors of class i. The classical estimation formula for
calculating the elements of Σi and Γi are given by formula 2
and 3 [19]:
σi,j = E(xi xj ) − E(xi )E(xj )

(2)

γi,j = E(yi xj ) − E(yi )E(xj )

(3)

and

Fig. 2.

The implicit parallelogram used in DTW matching.

Because of the difference between the duration of the source
and target speech, the warping region is adjusted adaptively
to accommodate the spectral patterns to be matched.
2) Vector Quantization: The Vector Quantization (VQ) [16]
process is performed on all vectors in the entire database using
the source and target speaker vectors.
In the VQ-based method, proposed by [11], each cepstral
vector of the source voice and its associated vector (by DTW)
are concatenated. These extended vectors are classified using
an accelerated LBG (Linde Buzo and Gray) vector Quantization algorithm [12]. The main idea of VQ conversion technique
is to classify each vector by finding a codebook representing
the concatenated source and target cepstral vectors. In our

2) The conversion function: From the GMM probability
distribution N (x; µ; Σ), the conversion function is estimated
to be a regression of the following form:
F (x) = E[y/x] =

Q
X

xx −1
hi (x)[µyi + Σyx
(x − µxi )] (4)
i (Σi )

i=1

where
αi
x T
xx −1
1
(x−µx
i )]
N
1 exp[− 2 (x−µi ) (Σi )
(2π) 2 |Σxx | 2
i
αj
Q
1
x T
xx −1 (x−µx )]
N
1 exp[− 2 (x−µj ) (Σj )
j
j=1
(2π) 2 |Σxx | 2
j

hi (x) = P

(5)
with

Σi =

Σxx
i
Σyx
i

Σxy
i
Σyy
i



and

µi =

µxi
µyi



In order to transform source spectra to the corresponding
target spectra, we estimate conversion functions given by
formula 4.
In this paper, we use, for calculating the GMM parameters,
the same approach as the one proposed by [19]. This algorithm
is called ”Iterative Statistical Estimation Directly from Data”
(ISE2D).
C. Speech synthesis
1) Signal reconstruction: From the trained GMMs parameters, the conversion function is performed in order to calculate
the converted vectors ybk .
ybk = F (xk )
The main contribution of our approach consists in the
prediction of the cepstral excitation pulses. The classical
cepstrum coefficients cp , with p = 0, ..., Oc − 1 (Oc is the
number of vocal tract cepstral coefficients), are defined as the
first coefficients of the inverse fourier transform of the log
amplitude.
We explain in the following how to extract the cepstrum
excitation signal from the input signal x(n). Let
x(n) = h(n) ⊗ e(n)

Fig. 3. log cepstrum of an excitation signal for a female voice. The red dots
are related to the F0 and harmonic peaks.

(6)

where x(n) represents the convolution between the vocal
tract h(n) and the excitation signal e(n).
We start by multiplying the speech signal x(n) with a
normalized Hamming window (see formula 7) of 512 samples
followed by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the modulus
of this output signal.

H(n) =







√

L
2 N
√
(a
4a2 +2b2

0

+ b cos( π(2n+1
)), if 0 ≤ n < N
N
otherwise

(7)
where L is the analysis step size, N is the length of the
analysis window, a=0.54 and b=-0.46.
By calculating the log we get the Fourier log spectrum. By
applying an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) we get the
real log cepstrum related to the analysed frame.
From the real log-cepstrum, we can separate the vocal tract
from the cepstrum excitation signal by eliminating the Oc =
26 first coefficients (which represent the vocal tract) as shown
in figure 3.
Figure 4 describes all steps to obtain the cepstrum excitation
signal.
To predict the cepstral excitation pulses, we propose the
following steps:

Fig. 4.

Bloc diagram of the cepstrum excitation signal.

•
•
•
•

We match the excitation cepstral coefficients of the source
and target speech;
We sort these coefficients in order to focus only on the
maximum (absolute) amplitudes (positive and negative);
We eliminate the zero amplitudes;
We normalize the excitation pulses with the following
formula:
log
log pulse index =

Index
N/2

C

(8)

where:
– N is the length of the analysis window, in our work
N is 512 samples, that corresponds to 32 ms;
– Index represents the pulse index;
– C is a normalization constant given by:

C = 2 log

•

Oc
N/2

(9)

This constant has been introduced in order to reduce the
range of variation of the log indexes and to mimic a
possible vocal tract cepstrum coefficient.
Furthermore, we calculate the transformation functions
for:
– The vocal tract vectors;
– The first cepstral coefficients c0;
– The greatest positive amplitudes of the cepstral excitation pulses and their indexes;
– The lowest negative amplitudes of the cepstral excitation pulses and their indexes.
The conversion functions concerning the c0, the amplitude coefficients and the log indexes of the excitation
pulses are calculated by mapping vectors composed of
the concatenation of the first coefficient to be transformed
and the (Oc − 2) cepstral vocal tract coefficients (source
and target).

The spectral synthesizer we used is based on the iterative
sequential Nawab extrapolation approach [13]. The main interest of our algorithm is that it is not iterative and can operate
in real time [4], [6].
III. ANALYSING AND TRAINING
A. Dataset
In order to train the proposed algorithm, the database used
contains 3 parallel corpora of 50 sentences uttered by 3 male
speakers (AL, CB and NG).
The utterances of each corpus are sampled at 16 kHZ.
The average duration of each sentence is approximatively 2
seconds.
B. Experimental conditions
Table I summarizes the conditions of the experiments:

Fig. 5.

Bloc diagram of the algorithm.

TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Number of training utterances

50 sentences / speaker

Number of test utterances

10 sentences

Analysis window

Hamming

Window length

32 ms

Shift length

4ms

Number of GMMs

32

Number of positive trained pulses

15

Number of negative trained pulses

15

Number of vocal tract cepstral coefficients

26

Number of classes in LBG VQ design

32

C. Objective evaluation
To objectively evaluate the performance of our spectral
conversion, we use the Signal to Error Distortion (SED). It
is estimated by the following formula:
P
2
k kyk k
P
(10)
SED =
bk k2
k kyk − y
where yk and ybk are respectively the target and converted
cepstral vectors.
TABLE II
SED VALUES ACCORDING THE ITERATION NUMBER FOR (CB→ AL) AND
(NG→ AL) PARALLEL CORPORA
Number iteration

SED(dB)

SED(dB)

CB to AL corpus

NG to AL corpus

1

5.145

4.560

2

9.021

8.947

3

9.181

9.121

4

9.201

9.168

5

9.228

9.178

6

9.245

9.196

7

9.246

9.207

8

9.250

9.209

9

9.259

9.212

10

9.264

9.215

In our experiments, we used two parallel corpora CB→AL
and NG → AL. And as shown in Table II, the SED is stabilized
in around 10 iterations.
We can calculate the relative decrease SED rate by the given
formula:
SEDf − SEDi
Relative decrease SED rate =
(11)
SEDf
where SEDi and SEDf are the values of SED at the first
and the last iteration respectively.
8.72% and 8.71% are respectively the relative decrease SED
rate for the NG to AL corpus and for the CB to AL corpus.
D. Subjective evaluation
To make subjective tests, we evaluate our approach by
extracting 10 utterances from the test dataset. The results of
informal perceptual evaluations indicated that the converted
speech is more and more closer to the target utterance by
varying the number of excitation pulses we predict. The more
we predict the better we perceive.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We propose an algorithm of voice conversion by estimating the probabilistic conversion functions based on Gaussian
mixture models and a joint density estimation. The originality
of the proposed algorithm lies in the prediction of the cepstral

excitation pulses. Otherwise, experimental results of the proposed algorithm are very promising concerning objective as
well as subjective tests.
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